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Garden gate closer is an essential item to ensure your gate is securely closed at all times. Garden
gate closer is a must if you have pets or small children playing or wandering around in the garden to
stop them from escaping from the garden. There are many types of gate closers from robust
pedestrian gate closers, controlled gate closers, or garden gate closer. All these gate closers have
different purposes and uses therefore all have their own benefits such as easy to lock or increased
security.

Pedestrian gate closers are commonly used in residential or community gated areas where there is
a high volume of through traffic at all times of the day, this type of gate closers must be secure
vandal proof and automatically close on its own as many pedestrians may not be check that the
gate is fully closed. Pedestrian gate closers could use magnetic strips to force shut the gates quietly
and slowly the gate can then be opened either through a key code or fob access. Pedestrian gate
closers fit to most types of garden gate closer either vertically, bow top, wrought iron, timber and
most other types of garden gate closer.

Controlled garden gate closer is an economical option for entrances that see many safety conscious
visitors such as parents, teachers, guardians when they enter or exit admission gates to
nurseries/kindergarten, schools, industrial plants or any type of garden entrances. Controlled garden
gate closer do not use a spring mechanism therefore the gate is not slammed shut by force but it
uses a slow and controlled motion on the garden gate closer. This type of garden gate closer
reduces the danger of accidents or injuries by preventing the gate from hitting the person passing
through the gate and the garden gate closer is secure enough to prevent children from running out
into the street or off secure premises. For an extremely low cost option you can find basic garden
gate closer to fit any domestic flush gate and frame to keep garden gates firmly closed.
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a Garden Gate Closer sold by dictatordirect.com. Our company provides some of the best a Gate
Closers on the market â€“Visit us today for more information!
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